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Era: Medieval Legends is the most extensive medieval sample library on the market today and it has been built specifically to be a virtual instrument that breaks free from MIDI limitations. Especially designed for modern editing programs like Logic and Ableton Live, Era’s MIDI action offers the most seamless workflow ever designed for the MIDI parameter set. The
result: smooth loops, extended play flexibility and endless options to personalize, automate and manipulate your own music. In addition to an incredible array of multi-timbral, legato and portato samples, Era includes preset names such as the Evil Magic, Dark Forest, Buried Village, and the Death March of the Knights. Era: Medieval Legends presents a collection of

colorful medieval instruments comprised of medieval bows, flutes, bells, pans, and other exotic sounds of the Middle Ages that have yet to be sampled. There are several high quality sample sets that come packaged in this Medieval Legend collection by various artists. Eras Medieval Legends is going to change the way you look at medieval sounds forever! An
unparalleled collection of 26 medieval wind and percussion instruments representing the most distinct eras and periods of the middle ages are collected in a single product. In a way, Medieval Legends is a new approach to the ancient style of music design that avoids the duplication of mono-synths and multi-synths that you usually find in medieval sample packs.
Out of these 26 instruments, there are 4 melodic percussive instruments, 4 sonic percussive instruments, 11 stringed instruments, 8 plucked instruments, and 2 traditional instruments - an ancient instrument and a Celtic lyre. All of these instruments have been sampled with the utmost attention to detail and recorded with the highest quality equipment to ensure

that Era's Medieval Legends will become a sample instrument that will stay in the sound libraries of the future!
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